PRESS RELEASE
CaoSys Introduces User Provisioning & Access Review Solution
for Oracle E-Business Suite
23rd April 2014, CaoSys, a developer of Governance, Risk and Compliance
(GRC) software announced this week the introduction CS*Provisum, a new
solution to help automate and streamline user provisioning and access review
processes for Oracle E-Business Suite.
CS*Provisum essentially consists of two main components, Automated
Assignment Provisioning (AAP) and Periodic Access Review (PAR).
AAP provides self-service capabilities for end-users, supervisors and super users
to submit access requests that are fully audited from submission through to
approval at which point the provisioning is fully automated. PAR greatly
streamlines and improves an organizations periodic access review processes.
Craig O’Neill, CTO at CaoSys said “For most organizations using Oracle EBusiness Suite, user provisioning and periodic access review processes are
cumbersome, time consuming and difficult to manage, mainly due to the
ever changing user base and the access they require; ensuring user
provisioning and access reviews are effective in such a way as to not
introduce undue risk is very difficult to achieve without some level of software
automation. CS*Provisum provides all the tools you need to streamline and
automate user provisioning and access reviews whilst ensuring visibility of any
potential risks that could be introduced if inappropriate access is granted”.
CS*Provisum is embedded into Oracle E-Business Suite with a native look and
feel helping make users feel at home when using the solution. It does not
require any additional hardware or software and can be installed within an
hour and implemented within days.
“CS*Provisum is a fantastic new addition to our suite of solutions, its
introduction further demonstrates our continued commitment to the Oracle EBusiness Suite platform and it will be a valuable part of any organizations GRC
toolkit.” continued O'Neill.
CS*Provisum is available from today for Oracle E-Business Suite release 11i and
R12.
For more information on CS*Provisum or any of the company’s other solutions,
visit CaoSys online at www.CaoSys.com.
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About CaoSys
CaoSys is an independent software solution provider within the GRC and
productivity software space. Its solutions offer radically different ways of
implementing solutions for the Oracle E-Business Suite that save time and
money. Their solutions provide all the main disciplines for a comprehensive
GRC solution, from traditional conflict based segregation of duties to high risk
single function security to data segregation and hiding to application
configuration to powerful data auditing to user provisioning automation as
well as a host of very powerful productivity solutions.
CaoSys software helps businesses streamline and secure their applications
making their users and therefore their business more efficient whilst ensuring
assurance and accountability.
CaoSys was formed during 1999 and is based in Yorkshire in the North of
England.
Visit CaoSys online at www.CaoSys.com.
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